Painters’ Prep

TSP Substitute!
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The only Eco-friendly pre-painting surface cleaner that is skin safe, low VOC & works
Ready to use solution with no mixing or dilution required
Provides and all in one surface prep solution no extra steps required
Fume free, easy to use spray just apply and wipe clean
Completely safe to use indoors and cleans up with just water

Description
EZ Strip Painters’ Prep is a non-toxic water-based remover that is PH neutral. Suitable for; all woods, metals
(including aluminum), concrete, ceramic, stone, brick, and other hard surfaces. EZ Strip Painters’ Prep is
designed to remove; all kinds of grime, dirty handprints, kitchen/garage grease, paint splashes, wax, tree pitch,
bugs, tar and more from painted and varnished surfaces safely. Caution: may etch some plastics, always test a
small area first.

Physical Properties
This ready to use solution gives a slight almond odor but without any fumes. Product is easily cleaned up with
just water and is skin safe. Product is clear in color.

Typical Performance
Recommended dwell-times:
Wax, Grease, Grime, or Dirt:1-2 minutes. Heavy buildup of
Grime, Oil, or Dirt: 2-3 minutes.
Paint Splashes & Stains: up to 5 minutes
Removal timing is subject to substrate, age and type of material being removed, layers of material.
If possible, always test a small area first for best removal time.

Environmental
VOC content of this product is minimal, 0.000004%. All materials are readily biodegradable & water soluble.
EZ Strip Painters’ Prep is not a marine pollutant and can enter water-sources and drains, care must be taken to
ensure that any paint solids do not enter surface water drains. Disposal of this product or any by-products
should always comply with the requirements of the Environmental Protection Act and its subsidiary regulations
and any regional Local Authority requirements. EZ Strip products can be disposed of safely in your household
garbage.

Instructions For Use

Painters Prep

Shake well before use. Spray liberally to coat the area. Leave for recommended
dwell-time always test a small area first. Do not let EZ Strip dry out as it will stop
working. If EZ Strip dries out, re-apply.

Let set. Recommended dwell-times:
Wax, Grease, Grime, or Dirt: 1-2 minutes.
Heavy buildup of Grime, Oil, or Dirt: 2-3 minutes.
Paint Splashes & Stains: up to 5 minutes

Use a scrub pad with warm water to loosen heavy buildup from hard surfaces.
Hint: use a bristle brush for porous surfaces

To finish, wipe with a damp cloth. Must be neutralized with water or EZ Strip will
continue to work. Allow surface to dry completely before sanding or painting.
*For best performance use EZ Strip above 10°C (50°F). Do not use in direct sunlight.
Do not freeze. May etch some plastics.

